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The Banff-Calgary Month of Photography
Exploring Photography Now
You are cordially invited to join TrépanierBaer for the opening
reception of Exploring Photography Now, co-curated with
Geoffrey James, Thursday, January 19, 2006, 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

Exhibition continues through to February 18, 2006.
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Untitled, from Easton Portraits,1988, Copyright Judith Joy Ross
Courtesy Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York.

Evan Penny: (Old) No One In Particular #6, Series 2,
2005, colour photograph, 49” x 43”.

Exposure 2006
The Banff-Calgary Month of Photography

As part of the second annual Banff-Calgary Month of Photography, Exposure 2006,
TrépanierBaer is pleased to present Exploring Photography Now, a three part exhibition
focusing on various strategies and techniques employed by contemporary artists who work
primarily as photographers or whose practices are multidisciplinary and incorporate
photographic techniques in their work.

Works by Micah Lexier, Al McWilliams, Evan Penny and Judith Joy Ross will focus on
portraiture while Geoffrey James and Danny Singer will explore different approaches to
the landscape.

In the Main Gallery and anchoring the exhibition will be Micah Lexier’s epic piece, David
Then and Now. A work begun ten years ago, this conceptually driven “portrait” is comprised
of 75 black and white photographs of males aged 1 through 75 with the name David. Two
sets of portraits taken ten years apart show these ordinary people as they age. First shown
in New York last fall and unveiled in Canada at the Toronto International Art Fair in November
of last year, this poetic work is both a portrait of “David”, then and now and an expression of
time passing and mortality. Beautiful in its simplicity, it is one of Lexier’s seminal works.

Evan Penny will present several new photographs of his realistic and larger than life size
sculptures, inevitably questioning our notions of the real and what photography can be in
the age of virtual reality.

Judith Joy Ross creates unique portraits using traditional photographic tools and subject
matter. Using an 8 x 10 view camera mounted on a tripod, Ross directly confronts her sitters

whether they are children or members of the US Congress. Her striking and evocative
images capture the humanity and vulnerability of her subject. Her work has been exhibited
at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Inspired by the medieval sculptors who were commissioned by the church to create the
facades of some of Europe’s great Gothic cathedrals, Al McWilliams combines photography
and sculpture to celebrate these anonymous artists’ works and re-present their narratives.
Using his characteristically reductive method and an amalgam of glass, lead, aluminum and
photographs, McWilliams’ portraits are tender expressions of the human drama.

In the Galleria,Geoffrey James will present works from his Paris and Lethbridge series.Using
a consistently similar approach to photographing both places, James presents views of the
old and new worlds that are at once strikingly different and uncannily similar. Poetic and
beautiful, James’ pictures belie an ironic view.

And in the Viewing Room, Vancouver based Danny Singer will present several large scale
works from his Prairie Streetscapes series, photographs of entire main streets of small prairie
towns. Working out of the tradition of documentary photography and using contemporary
photographic techniques, Singer records these places and presents them as grand
panoramas. Often composed of up to eighty or one hundred sequential images digitally
conjoined into seamless panoramas, Singer’s photographs are eloquent and celebratory
expressions of western Canadian culture.

For more information please contact Yves Trépanier or Kevin Baer at (403) 244 –2066
or email tbg1@telusplanet.net
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